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Introduction

* Physics imperative for precision physics at the energy 
frontier is as compelling as everp g
– Precision physics is not clearly defined but generally refers to well 

defined initial states, ability to measure missing energy and vertices, 
polarization, … and is thought to be supplied by a ‘Lepton Collider’p , g pp y p

* There are four possible options for a Lepton Collider that 
have been discussed:
– ILC superconducting linear collider
– CLIC or variation based on high gradient X-band rf technologyg g gy
– Ultra-high gradient  e+/e- (or e-/e-) collider, e.g. plasma or dielectric
– Muon Collider

Need to understand if any of these really supply precision physics– Need to understand if any of these really supply precision physics
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Technology Status
(Unjustified assertions)(Unjustified assertions)

* ILC is the only near-term option 
– Site selection by 2015 is possibley p

* ILC or CLIC are the only mid-term options 
– Site selection by 2022 is possible

X b d t h l ff l t d hi h h ith– X-band technology offers lower costs and higher energy reach with 
increased luminosity risk

* Longer-term options include the Muon Collider and ultra-
high gradient options
– Site selection by ~2030 might be possible
– Potential for significant cost reduction (this needs to be verified)Potential for significant cost reduction (this needs to be verified) 

but no magic bullet with a factor of 10!

* All options have comparable constructions of 5 ~ 10 years
S f– Site selection implies a site and an agreed upon funding model
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Technology Status Continued

* Development timescales are limited by technical 
challenges and by stages of test facilitiesg y g
– E.g. Plasma Wakefield will be studied in FACET and will then 

require a following multi-stage high power demonstration
– Demonstration stage facilities are expensive ~100 M$ classDemonstration stage facilities are expensive 100 M$ class

* Many design efforts are aiming to improved 
documentation on 2012 timescale:
– ILC TDP with improved cost estimate by 2012
– CLIC CDR with cost estimate by 2012
– Muon collider ZDR with cost and study of experimental programy p p g

* Also:
– Initial data from LHC; Project-X CDR with cost and schedule; 

Initial data from neutrino reactor experimentsInitial data from neutrino reactor experiments
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Possible Roadmap to Multi-TeV Lepton Collider

Normal conducting - Two-Beam-based
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The LC roadmap illustrates 
options and connections 

Neutrino ring
Muon collider
(few TeV)

p
between them.  Selecting 
a path requires additional information such
as LHC results and technology status
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Need for a Strategy

* The lack of a ‘realistic’ strategy in the US has led to:
– A lack of physicist engagement in the ILC programp y g g p g
– A lack of funding to engage in the CLIC R&D program
– Confusion for our international collaborators

Risk to future LC funding (is there US R&D money beyond 2012?)– Risk to future LC funding (is there US R&D money beyond 2012?)
– Longer-term risk to US HEP (unneeded funds other offices)
– Loss in collaborative opportunities for next HEP facility

* Must address siting and technology options and allow for 
near-term ‘opportunities’ but plan for the long haul

* Critical to understand options more broadly so the labs and 
community can speak coherently
– Fermilab is not the problem and needs to be part of the solution
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A Possible Strategy

1. For near- and mid-term options only consider offshore 
participation with a US share of ~20%p p
– Given DOE/OMB/Congressional feedback, it is not reasonable to 

consider other options at this point.  If the US climate changes, it is 
relatively easy to re-open consideration of a US site.y y p

2. Implement a three-pronged strategy through 2012:
– Continue strong engagement in ILC through the TDP

S t d l t f X b d t h l ith l f– Support development of X-band technology with a goal of 
understanding cost and performance by 2012
• Work with CERN on CLIC in partnership based on GDE and bilateral 

MOUsMOUs
• Develop a klystron-based X-band design for comparison

– Study the physics capabilities of the long-term options and support 
accelerator R&D on muon plasma and dielectric collider optionsaccelerator R&D on muon, plasma, and dielectric collider options
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A Possible Strategy Continued

* Extend ongoing R&D on Lepton Colliders beyond 2012 
in the HEP ten-year funding plan y g p
– Develop a mechanism to allocate funding to best enable a future 

Lepton Collider
– Identify the scale of US funding required to construct a collider inIdentify the scale of US funding required to construct a collider in 

the near- or mid-term as an international collaboration

* Establish a decision point following a 2012 summer 
Snowmass where the Lepton Collider program could beSnowmass where the Lepton Collider program could be 
focused on either:
– Near-term ILC construction (restrict other options)
– Mid-term ILC or X-band construction (develop strong proposals 

on 2018 timescale)

* Maintain prioritized program of long-term R&DMaintain prioritized program of long term R&D
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Summary

* Lepton Collider program appears to suffer from a lack of 
credibility in Washington as well as HEP communityy g y
– Cost scale of ILC appears to have been a severe blow

* Important to develop a national strategy on future Lepton 
CollidersColliders
– Muon, superconducting, X-band, plasma, …
– Need to present a unified case to HEP, OMB and Congress
– Support from both Fermilab and SLAC is critical at this point

* Personally believe that it is important to show a roadmap 
for decision process with a breadth of optionsfor decision process with a breadth of options
– 2012 timescale will allow us to narrow options but it is still a long 

ways in the future
B li th t d t d l t t ll b f 2012– Believe that we need to develop a strategy well before 2012
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